
Via email to rule-comments@sec.gov 

Vanessa Countryman, Secretary 
Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549-0609 
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Re: File No. SR-NASDAQ-2020-081 

Dear Secretary Countryman, 

April 20, 2021 

TFX Capital appreciates the opportunity to submit this reply letter to the Securities and 
Exchange Commission regarding the above-referenced matter on The Nasdaq Stock Market's 
proposal to advance board diversity and enhance transparency of diversity statistics through 
new proposed listing requirements. 

By way of introduction, TFX Capital originated from an unmet need identified by a unique 
set of entrepreneurs: veterans who seek to found, lead and grow successful businesses after 
honorably serving our country. Those who have served in the military are 45% more likely 
to start a business than those without military experience. Over 10% or 2.5 million small 
businesses in the U.S. are founded and led by military veterans despite less than 1 % of 
America's adult population serving. Yet, capital raising for this cohort remains an enormous 
challenge as gaps in understanding their military experience and capabilities persist as the 
current venture capital landscape struggles to identify, engage and value technology startups 
founded and led by those who have had proven military and commercial success. TFX 
Capital aims to partner with select, former military leaders by providing smart capital and 
network-driven support. 

We emphasize that veterans in business face many uphill challenges well beyond early stage 
funding needs that per.Yistthroughout a company's lifecycle. This includes a persistent lack 
of inclusion and underrepresentation on public company boards. In reply to Bandwidth, 
Inc's April 5th submission in this proceeding (David A. Morken, Chief Executive Officer and 
Chairman of the Board Bandwidth Inc. ), TFX Capital adds its full support to Bandwidth's 
proposal for the inclusion of honorably discharged veterans in the definition of "Diverse." 
We do so as it more robustly adds to a vision of diversity that includes veterans among the 
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underrepresented communities that possess unique qualifications, backgrounds or experience 
beyond just a definition of diversity that is based on immutable characteristics. 

As Bandwidth notes, in 2016, while 7% of U.S. adults were veterans, their research indicates 
that veterans currently comprise only 2.7% of the board members of Nasdaq-listed 
companies. 1 We also note with Bandwidth a critical discrepancy in Nasdaq's rationale for 
omitting veterans from the definition of "Diverse": on one hand, in arguing for veteran 
omission, Nasdaq cites an asserted "dearth of empirical analysis on the relationship between 
investor protection or company performance and broader diversity characteristics such as 
veteran status"2; yet on the other hand, while conceding a comparable lack of published 
research on the issue of LGBTQ+ representation on boards, Nasdaq nevertheless still argues 
for LGBTQ+ inclusion.3 

As we know veterans demonstrably and invaluably enrich companies with a wide range of 
valuable backgrounds, experiences and competencies. This is especially so in the areas of 
organizational culture, leadership, teamwork, commitment, core values such as integrity and 
accountability.4 Such force multipliers are arguably most needed, if not mission critical in 
board governance. 

Unlike Nasdaq's proposal, no less than the U.S. House of Representatives recognizes how 
critical it is to include veterans in "Diverse" when it passed the Improving Corporate 
Governance Through Diversity Act of 2019. In introducing the bill, Rep. Gregory W. Meeks 
(D-N.Y.) stated: 

"Diversity has proven to have a positive impact on business performance .... [r]evealing the 
gender, racial, ethnic and veteran makeup of these corporate C-suites and boardrooms will 
not only shed light on the value of diversity, but hopefully encourage corporate shareholders 
to increase diversity in the highest ranks of their corporations."5 

Last, we also note the National Association of Corporate Directors' ("NACD") "Battlefield to 
Boardroom" initiative specially aimed at recruiting veterans for inclusion on public company 
boards. "NACD's program is ... aimed at helping former senior military leaders translate their 
leadership skills and experiences into boardroom know-how," said Peter Gleason, CEO of 

1 The changing face of America's veteran population. Pew Research Center, Nov. 10, 2017. Of the 21,330 directors 
of Nasdaq-listed companies, 577 include "Army" or "Navy" or "Air Force" or " Marines" in their biographies 
2 85 Fed. Reg. at 80,493/3. 
3 Id. at 80,494/1. 
4 See also, e.g., 8 Skills Military Veterans Bring to the Workplace, Metlife.com, Dec. 24, 2020 
5 Rep. Meeks and Sen. Menendez Introduce Corporate Diversity Bill (emphasis added), Feb. 6, 2019 
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NACD, in 2019. "These people are helping to bring fresh, diverse perspectives into the 
boardroom. "6 

For the reasons stated, TFX Capital therefore joins with Bandwidth, and should this matter 
proceed, thus urges the inclusion of veterans in the definition of "Diverse." 

Sincerely, 

/L;c~ 
Kevin R. Eckert 

Partner 
Task Force X Capital 

6 NACD Prepares Military Flag and Genera l Officers for Service on Corporate Boa rds, Feb. 26, 2019 


